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The Angry Little Girl is a book written to validate the
loss, anger and lack of control children in foster care
can feel. It is written through the eyes of a seven
year old that was in foster care for 4 years before
being adopted. It discusses how unsafe she felt
moving from one foster home to another and it gives
in-sight to how even a safe environment can feel
scary when you are little. It also validates feelings of
loss and rejection that arose from each move. This
book is written to help children in foster care
understand it is ok to be angry sometimes and
sometimes life is not fair. It is not the fault of the
children in foster care, they are little. It is the job of
the adults to make good decisions and keep them
safe.
Are you tired of blowing up at people? That feeling of
doing or saying something that you really didn't
mean... ...The stress and pain it causes in your
relationships... Learning to control your anger is
critical to your physical, mental, and emotional health
as well. Many of the anger management techniques
that I've come across don't address the problem at
the core, but they instead just attempt to address the
symptoms. So, in this book, you will find simple
solutions that actually work! This book is about more
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than just 'how to deal with anger'. It's going to give
you a fresh perspective on what anger is, where it
comes from, and provide powerful, all-natural
methods that will show you how to control
anger...the right way. It explains exactly what true
anger management is and how to manage anger
from a place of power and choice.
Describes, in simple terms, situations which make us
angry and how to cope with feelings of anger.
A little rabbit describes what makes her angry and
the different ways she can control her anger.
Are you tired of not being able to control your anger?
Do you face a hard time when it comes to managing
your anger? Are you tired of blowing up at people?
We all are familiar with anger. It's one of our
reactions to situations. Everyone gets angry, and it's
just like every other emotion in our body. Just as we
feel happy, sad, anxious, emotional, joyful, fearful,
disgusted, we can also feel angry. Learning to
control your anger is critical to your physical, mental
and emotional health as well. Many of the anger
management books that I've come across don't
address the problem at the core. They instead
attempt to address the symptoms. This book will give
you a fresh perspective on what anger is, where it
comes from, and provide powerful, practical methods
that will show you how to control anger - the right
way! The tools you will learn in this book can help no
matter what your situation is. Who this book is for:
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Anyone who wants to remove self-damaging thinking
to feel great and achieve more. Anyone who wants
to stop feeling out of control Anyone who wants to
enjoy better relationships with friends and partners
Anyone who wants to know how to control anger
outbursts Anyone who wants to know the best ways
to deal with anger Anyone who does not understand
why they are so angry Anyone who wants more
empathy and skills to work with angry family,
colleagues, or friends. In this book, we will explore
why it's essential to learn and practice anger
management techniques. Not only for relieving
improving your relationships and feeling better but
also for improving your physical health. You will find
simple solutions that work! This book will teach you::
How our mind affects our body? What are emotions?
What is anger? What is the true cost of anger, and
why should you care? Why do you get angry? How
to express your anger How to manage your anger
What are the best anger management strategies?
How do I deal with people who are always angry?
How do I deal with an angry spouse or family
member? And much more!! When you apply the
techniques taught in this book, you will be able to
stop your anger in its tracks, and you will learn to be
a much happier person. You deserve to live a
happier, healthier, and longer life because your
emotional and mental health doesn't just impact how
you feel. It affects your physical health and your
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ability to make and keep relationships. Your anger
issues doesn't have to continue to keep you from
living your life to the fullest. It's time to tear down
your current way of thinking and rebuild thought
patterns that contribute to your life in constructive
ways. Grab your copy now!
A little rabbit knows how it feels to be angry and just
what to do to feel better. Includes notes for parents
from psychologists Bill Hallam and Craig Olsson
about building healthy self-esteem in children and
the relationship between self-esteem and successful
anger management.
Don't Let Anger to Poison Your Life: Take Back
Control! Anger is part of life. There is so much
around that could tick you off. It could be your
children, spouse, boss, or maybe even the choices
you have made in life. No one chooses to be angry.
It is more of a reaction to what happens to you. But
henceforth you can start responding instead of
reacting. How you act when angry says a lot about
who you are. With proper anger management, you
will make calm decisions when angry instead of just
reacting and regretting your actions later. Do not let
anger poison you. Do not allow yourself to become a
victim of your anger. This book will guide you on how
you can stay calm and keep your cool in situations of
enormous anger. The book contains proven
techniques you can use to manage your anger and
get your life back. Do not act out when angry to
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"teach others a lesson" or make yourself feel better.
This book will show you what to do instead. Here is
what you will learn from the book: Proven anger
management techniques you can use on a daily
basis How you can handle anger from the past and
let go How can you use anger constructively instead
of becoming a victim to it? Speaking out properly
when angry Evaluating how often you get angry and
how intense your anger is FAQ What makes this
book different? There are many books on anger
management, so why should you choose this one?
This book covers how frequent and intense anger
affects your life even when you are not physically
harming others. It shows you how you can manage
your anger without seeking professional help. The
author recognizes that anger is an emotion that you
cannot cure but have to manage to get balance in
your life. Scroll up, Click on "Buy Now with 1-Click",
and Start Reading NOW!
This is THE book on anger, the first book to explain
exactly why we get mad, what anger really is - and
how to cope with and use it. Often confused with
hostility and violence, anger is fundamentally
different from these aggressive behaviours and in
fact can be a healthy and powerful force in our lives.
What is anger? Who is allowed to be angry? How
can we manage our anger? How can we use it? It
might seem like a day doesn't go by without some
troubling explosion of anger, whether we're shouting
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at the kids, or the TV, or the driver ahead who's
slowing us down. In this book, the first of its kind, Dr.
Ryan Martin draws on 20 years plus of research, as
well as his own childhood experience of an angry
parent, to take an all-round view on this oftenchallenging emotion. It explains exactly what anger
is, why we get angry, how our anger hurts us as well
as those around us, and how we can manage our
anger and even channel it into positive change. It
also explores how race and gender shape society's
perceptions of who is allowed to get angry. Dr.
Martin offers questionnaires, emotion logs, control
techniques and many other tools to help readers
understand better what pushes their buttons and
what to do with angry feelings when they arise. It
shows how to differentiate good anger from bad
anger, and reframe anger from being a necessarily
problematic experience in our lives to being a fuel
that energizes us to solve problems, release our
creativity and confront injustice.
Tired of telling your child not to shout or kick things
when they are angry? Then this book is the perfect
solution for you! When children are angry, they can
manifest their anger through bad behavior. They
might shout, cry, throw things and roll on the floor or
all of these things combined. That's why most
parents need help managing their kids emotions and
feelings. This book about little Nick: contains lovely
illustrations and lightly rhyming storyline helps
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children recognize and cope with their anger in a
funny way offers a variety of calming techniques and
is aimed to improve kids self-regulation skills
teaches children to admit their mistakes and say "I'm
sorry" includes a coloring page "My three-year-old
son still can't read, but he is delighted with the funny
illustrations of animals. He turns the pages over and
over again." - Amanda "This story has helped my
preschoolers to understand, recognize and deal with
their emotions. Very useful picture book which offers
fun kids activities and is full of amazing illustrations."
- Jennifer Even if you have tried everything, this
book is perfect for gaining a deeper understanding of
children anger management and how to help kids
control their emotions. We highly recommend it to
parents. So, don't wait, add this amazing book to
your cart now and ENJOY!
This picture book story explores feelings of anger in
a light-hearted way using everyday situations that
children might be familiar with. This book shows
different reasons why young people might become
angry, illustrates scenarios of them behaving angrily,
and gives advice on how to calm anger in yourself
and to be able to help other people. Ideal for home
or classroom, this book contains notes for parents
and teachers with suggestions of ways to help
children deal with feeling angry. Harry, wakes up to
an angry dad running late for work and Harry helps
the dad to calm down and take his time instead of
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rushing. At school, a small boy is angry with another
child for taking his toy, so Harry helps them to take
turns and keep calm. At home, Harry's sister, Susie,
has a tantrum because she wants to eat a biscuit but
her mum says no because it's nearly teatime. Harry
helps to distract his sister and explain why she
shouldn't be angry with her mum. He also helps his
mum to count to ten so that she isn't angry with
Susie! However, at bedtime, Harry isn't ready to go
to bed and it's his turn to get angry. Time for his
family to take Harry's advice and help him manage
his feelings. Illustrated by the ever-popular and
award-winning illustrator Mike Gordon, this book is
part of a series of stories about feelings and
emotions for 4 to 8-year-old children, which help
children to understand their feelings and work out
the best way to deal with them. This will boost their
self-esteem and reinforce good behaviour.They
support the Personal, Social and Emotional
Development Area of Learning in the Early Years
Foundation Stage. Other titles are: Feeling
Frightened, Feeling Jealous, Feeling Sad, Feeling
Shy and Feeling Worried
Controlling your emotions! Get All The Support And
Guidance You Need To Be A Success At Beating
Anger! Are you currently going through a stage in life
where it seems like there is always something to be
angry about? If so, you are not alone! You would not
believe how many people there are in the world that
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have a hard time controlling their anger from time to
time. Even people who are not usually angry people
will likely come to a time in their life where the load is
too much and they find themselves becoming more
and more irritable day by day. Anger is an emotion,
but a lot of people are unaware of the fact that anger
is actually a secondary emotion. By this I simply
mean that in order for you to feel angry there has to
be some other emotion that comes first which
triggers the anger. Two of the most common
emotions that lead to anger would be fear and
depression. The two combined would almost surely
lead to a person who is not able to control their
anger. Even though anger is a secondary emotion, it
is still an emotion, and if used correctly it can wield
some advantages for you. You need to learn how to
control your anger. I understand that this is
something that is much easier said than done.
However, if you approach dealing with your anger
with the right set of tools you will surely be
successful. The following chapter of this book will go
over some techniques that may be helpful for you
when you are trying to control your anger and other
emotions. This book will also go over other elements
of anger such as its roots and where it is truly
stemming from. Anger Basics Understand How Fear
Can Lead to Anger Understand How Depression
Can Lead to Rage Simplifying Your Life Using
Meditation Using Good Communication And so
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much more...
Does Your Kid Struggle with Anger Issues? Here's
the Help You Need! A Powerful Guide for Parents
Trying Their Best to Tame Children's Angry Temper
& Cope with Emotions How many times a day do
you get angry? The truth is, kids get angry as much
as we adults do - or, maybe more. The issue with
anger in children is not the anger itself - it's how they
express it. Too often, the little ones don't know how
to cope with anger because they don't understand
their emotions. This may lead to regular tantrums
which you're definitely not a fan of. Now, you have a
unique chance to put an end to this behaviors that
gets the worst out of you and your children! Would
you like to: Help your children understand where
anger comes from? Encourage discussion about
how they truly feel? Show your kids how to use their
emotions, particularly anger, in a healthy way? Tame
their angry temper before it turns into aggression
which may cause additional problems for them in the
future? Given the importance of anger management
in kids, this extraordinary book will show you exactly
how to do so! When you were a kid, your parents
probably told you that being angry is bad. There
have certainly been situations when they told you
that you have no reason to be mad. That's a wrong
approach! The goal of this powerful book is not to
repress or nullify the feelings of anger in children or
ourselves, but rather to learn to accept them,
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channel them and direct them towards a constructive
end. Here's just a small preview into the contents of
this book: What is anger in kids and how to
recognize it; Possible triggers for anger in kids; The
dos and don'ts - things to do and what to avoid when
your kid is angry; Proven ways to act effectively in
the face of children's anger; And much more! With
your guidance, your kid's anger issues will drastically
improve. Will you help your little one? Scroll up, click
on "Buy Now with 1-click", and Get Your Copy Now!
Tracing the story of anger from the Buddha to
Twitter, Rosenwein provides a much-needed
account of our changing and contradictory
understandings of this emotion All of us think we
know when we are angry, and we are sure we can
recognize anger in others as well. But this is only
superficially true. We see anger through lenses
colored by what we know, experience, and learn.
Barbara H. Rosenwein traces our many conflicting
ideas about and expressions of anger, taking the
story from the Buddha to our own time, from anger's
complete rejection to its warm reception. Rosenwein
explores how anger has been characterized by
gender and race, why it has been tied to violence
and how that is often a false connection, how it has
figured among the seven deadly sins and yet is
considered a virtue, and how its interpretation, once
largely the preserve of philosophers and theologians,
has been gradually handed over to scientists--with
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very mixed results. Rosenwein shows that the
history of anger can help us grapple with it today.
Children often experience strong and sudden bursts
of emotion. Learning to manage their emotions in a
healthy way is essential for their social development
and for their well-being. Helping your child explore
their emotions can seem like a huge challenge. From
here comes: "When I am Angry'' The book offers
practical solutions for parents on how to calm and
redirect their children's anger, as well as on how to
help them understand and manage this emotion. Selfregulation and tolerance are essential social skills
and will improve the emotional health of the child.
This book on anger management for children helps
you teach your child how to recognize and deal with
anger.
Young children experience many confusing emotions
in their early years and I feel Angry looks at the
emotion anger, in light-hearted but ultimately
reassuring way. This picture book examines how
and why people get angry, illustrates scenarios of
people behaving angrily, and the best way to deal
with it with age-appropriate content. Ideal for home
or the classroom, this book contains notes for
parents and teachers with suggestions of ways to
help children deal with anger. Filled with colourful
illustrations by the every-popular, award-winning
illustrator Mike Gordon.
The flame character, Anger, is here to teach your
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little ones how to recognize this strong emotion and
name their feelings. This adorable book uses red
mist and exploding balloons to show how it feels to
be angry. It explains what happens in the brain in
uncomplicated terms, perfect for young children.
Learn how anger affects the body, like breathing
harder and having a faster heartbeat. This brightly
illustrated board book is a gentle and simple
introduction to strong emotions. The Anger character
evokes the feelings that small children have
experienced, but might not have the words for just
yet. Help them understand what these emotions are
and that everyone feels them sometimes. The book
also includes tips and tricks to control anger, which
kids can practice whenever something upsets them.
The easy language makes for fun and educational
reading time. This helps children with language,
vocabulary, and talking about their emotions,
especially if they have difficulty expressing feelings.
Let the Anger character help your toddler answer
difficult questions with simple explanations. Why Do I
Feel Angry Today? This fantastic kids' feelings guide
includes: - Easy-to-understand descriptions of the
key emotion: Anger - Easy-to-read text that
encourages vocabulary building - Beautiful
illustrations that will engage preschoolers The little
flame Anger from this delightful book has friends!
Look out for sunshine in I Feel Happy, the raincloud
in I Feel Sad, the little star in I Feel Proud and all of
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them together in How Do I Feel?
A Guide to Healthy Anger Expression How do you
express your anger? Do you blow up? Quietly seethe?
Or do you try to pretend that you're really not angry at all
and just hope the feelings will go away? Most of us
express anger in more than one way, but we also tend to
be creatures of habit, falling back on a few predictable
styles when we feel angry. Unfortunately, while some
styles are appropriate in some situations, others are
not—and consistently using an inappropriate style is a
sure way to find yourself saddled with a huge anger
problem. This book examines the eleven most common
styles of anger expression and helps you learn how to
communicate your anger in healthy ways. Learn which
anger styles work for different situations—and which ones
lead to certain disaster. Find out how to become more
flexible and creative at expressing your anger. Once you
understand the whole range of anger styles, you'll be
able to better manage angry feelings and use your anger
as a positive force for building a better life.
"Sometimes I feel angry. I want to scream and shout.
Nothing's going right, and I need to get it out." Feeling
angry can be hard, especially when you're little. I get
angry sometimes, and I don't know how to stop. But with
a little help from Mum, I learn how to heal my heart.
Do you ever get so frustrated that you want to yell?
Sometimes things in life will make you mad, but how you
deal with emotions is up to you. Find out what it means
to feel angry and how to acknowledge your feelings.
Carefully leveled text and fresh, vibrant photos engage
young readers in learning about their feelings and why
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they matter. Age-appropriate critical thinking questions
and a photo glossary help build nonfiction learning skills.
When I feel really, really, really angry, I want to be big
and I want to be loud!
A comprehensive, holistic look at the underlying
emotional, physical, and spiritual causes of anger, and
what the reader can do to gain perspective allowing them
to never get angry again. "An essential instruction
manual for anger management, but also a detailed work
on how to get along with other people." —Library Journal
(starred review) Never Get Angry Again is New York
Times bestselling author David J. Lieberman’s
comprehensive, holistic look at the underlying emotional,
physical, and spiritual causes of anger, and what the
reader can do to gain perspective, allowing them to
never get angry again. Take a deep breath and count to
ten. Meditate. Visualize your happy place. You’ve
probably heard all of these anger management
techniques and more from friends, family, and experts,
but somehow they miss the mark when it comes to
coping with the complex emotion of anger. Let’s face it:
if anger-management techniques were effective, you
wouldn’t be reading this book. These clumsy attempts to
maintain calmness are usually futile and sometimes
emotionally draining. The fact is, either something
bothers us (causing anxiety, frustration, or anger), or it
doesn’t. A state of calm is better accomplished by not
becoming agitated in the first place. When we fight the
urge to blow up or melt down, we fight against our own
nature. Internationally bestselling author David J.
Lieberman understands that a change in perspective is
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all that is needed to help keep from flying off the handle.
In Never Get Angry Again, he illuminates the underlying
emotional, spiritual, and physical components of anger,
and gives the readers simple, practical tools to snuff out
anger before it even occurs.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Good Egg Presents:
The Great Eggscape!
Anger is an unpleasant emotion that many of us feel and
often express aggressively. How often a person feels
angry, express it intensely, and stay angry varies.
Anyone who gets angry frequently, intensely, or for a
significant duration can benefit from Anger Management.
This guide provides the information and insight that you
need to understand why you get angry and the effects
that anger has on you and others. It provides advice for
changing your mindset and strategies to employ to
minimize the chances of getting angry and for handling
problem situations without aggression. This is a concise
manual for anger management and problem-solving. In
it, I present the information, insights, and
recommendations with which I have guided clients, in my
private practice, and which they have effectively
employed. It does not simply tell you how to reduce or
eliminate your anger, it also teaches you how to more
appropriately handle problem-situations. It is a practical
guide and does not contain pages and pages of
definitions, research, anecdotes, etc. I get straight to the
point of helping you. First, I briefly describe what anger
is, explain what happens when you get angry, and the
effects that anger has on you and others. I then explain
how to make long-lasting changes—how to minimize the
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chances of getting angry and how to address angertriggering situations. I teach you a mindset, specific
strategies to employ, and actions to take when you get
irritated by, or upset about, something. I also provide tips
for calming yourself, learning to be assertive, and for
more effective parenting.
Does Your Kid Struggle with Anger Issues? Here's the
Help You Need! A Powerful Guide for Parents Trying
Their Best to Tame Children's Angry Temper & Cope
with Emotions Finding Calm in the Midst of Chaos:
Here's How to Keep Anger at Bay When Your Children
Are Being Too Much to Handle - A Proven Guide to
Keeping Your Cool How many times a day do you get
angry? The truth is, kids get angry as much as we adults
do - or, maybe more. The issue with anger in children is
not the anger itself - it's how they express it. Too often,
the little ones don't know how to cope with anger
because they don't understand their emotions. This may
lead to regular tantrums which you're definitely not a fan
of. Now, you have a unique chance to put an end to this
behaviors that gets the worst out of you and your
children! Would you like to: Help your children
understand where anger comes from? Encourage
discussion about how they truly feel? Show your kids
how to use their emotions, particularly anger, in a healthy
way? Tame their angry temper before it turns into
aggression which may cause additional problems for
them in the future? Given the importance of anger
management in kids, this extraordinary book will show
you exactly how to do so! Anger is a normal human
emotion. It's our natural instinct to react to stressful
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situations with anger. However, considering that kids can
be a handful sometimes, your anger might often escalate
to unhealthy levels when you're dealing with children.
Not only do you feel like you're about to have a nervous
breakdown, but you're scaring your kids and risking your
bond with them when you let your anger get out of
control. Unfortunately, given all that you have on your
plate as it is, one litle tantrum your kids throw, and you
give in to your frustration almost immediately. It's about
time you worked on your anger! Would you like to:
Forget about getting irritated all too soon and stop yelling
at your children over little things? Pull your act together,
harness your temper for good, and never again let anger
sit in the driving seat? Let all negative emotions go and
focus on positivity which in turn will guarantee some
quality family time? Set a positive example for your kids
and help them understand their emotions and manage
stress better? Here's just a small preview into the
contents of this book: What is anger in kids and how to
recognize it; Possible triggers for anger in kids; The dos
and don'ts - things to do and what to avoid when your kid
is angry; Proven ways to act effectively in the face of
children's anger; And much more! Inside this incredible
blueprint, you will discover invaluable advice to
managing your anger, lesser-known strategies to help
your kid cope with anger, and the most effective methods
to embrace positive parenting. Keep calm and be the
best parent! Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click",
and Get Your Copy Now!

A Fun coloring and Activity book to Help girl Stay
Calm and Make Better Choices When They Feel
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Mad Anger is a normal emotion just like joy,
sadness, and fear, but it can be difficult to know how
to express those feelings in a good way. The Anger
Management Workbook for girls is filled with playful
Activities to help you handle powerful emotions. You
can stay calm and make better choices when you
feel angry. Other workbooks about anger
management for kids ages 6-12 wish they could be
this fun! Discover ways to recognize angry feelings
and react to them safely, so you can be nice to
yourself and others. Draw a picture of what your
anger looks like, write about your feelings and needs
in different situations, and more. These awesome
activities will give you the tools to manage your
feelings through gratitude, friendliness, and selfkindness. This workbook about anger management
for kids includes +21 inspiring Notebook Doodles
designs waiting to be filled with color +31 cute
coloring pages . presentation pages Positive,
educational and fun a great gift for any girl Stop
angry feelings in their tracks with the activities in this
workbook. Who knew anger management for kids
could be so enjoyable?
Everyone has times when they feel angry. Knowing
how to recognize when we feel angry is an important
tool in self-acceptance. Learn ways in which we can
understand ourselves and our friends in this
nonfiction Beginning-to-Read book about feeling
angry. An early social and emotional learning book
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that includes reading activities and a word list.
Kids experience frustrating situations everyday,
whether it's someone taking their toy or they feel like
they can't do something. This story shows them that
instead of yelling or stomping their feet, they can
practice some fun ways to help them stay calm.
This book will encourage children to ask questions
about the negative feelings they are experiencing. It
will allow them to be in touch with their own inner
feelings and experiences. It will also empower them
to free themselves from the feelings that do not
serve them. The intention of this work is to offer a
simple and effective method that sets children free
from emotional attachment.
It can be frustrating when things don't go our way,
whether we lost a game or had an argument with a
friend. This book teaches students how to put a
finger on angering situations and learn positive
coping skills to process this emotion. Principles of
social and emotional learning are illustrated with
relatable situations and photographs, providing an
age-appropriate guide to dealing with anger and
frustration.
Perkins provides the insight and biblical strategy
men need to deal with the crucial issue of anger.
Illustrated with research-based statistics and real-life
stories of men who have successfully dealt with
anger, "When Good Men Get Angry" explores the
foundations of anger, how Jesus expressed it, and
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how to control it.
A young girl Feifei is upset and doesn't know how to
manage her anger but takes the time to cool off and
regain her composure.
When I'm Feeling AngryWhat Should I Do when I
Feel Angry?Independently Published
Take control of your Anger because you are now the
BOSS with The Right Anger Management Skills for
men. Being angry is a normal emotion just like
happiness or sadness, frustration or calmness but
how you control, express or channel these feelings
in a positive way becomes the challenge here. And
finding a way of managing your feelings in a better
way go a long way in determine its effect on you and
your relationships with people. The Right Anger
Management Skills for Men with its Surprisingly
Simple Strategies Behind handling anger will help
you stay calm and make better decision when the
feeling of anger sets in. One thing a man may not
know when managing anger, is that anger comes in
different forms and trait and each form and trait
comes with its own type of treatment and not until it
is treated one cannot react safely and be nice to the
self and people. Note that whatever strategies or
techniques for managing anger that works for Mr. A
might not work for you. So, everyone needs to know
what form of anger they possess by understanding
the feelings that comes when you are about getting
angry or even when you are already angry. If you are
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able to understand your feelings, or behavior at that
moment then you can manage your anger very well
with the guide and strategies this book has provided
for you. Having known the forms of anger that you
are characterized with, then it becomes paramount
to immediately start the journey of how you can get
every angry feeling managed constructively, allowing
you to channel it into a productive weapon rather
than a destructive one. It is worthy of note that the
journey of an anger free life sometimes can't be
done alone. Anger management books has always
been a source of great help to many men out there
to remedy unwelcoming attitude. Don't see anger or
seeking for help as a weakness or stigma but a sign
of courageousness to face up on challenges through
the bold constructive steps of managing anger that
you are or about to take. What no further, learn what
anger is, the unknown feelings it brings, what to look
out for and some of the healthy habits that will aid
you to react positively in circumstance that makes
you get crazy with things.
What do you do when you feel angry?This book
shows different activities a child does to help her feel
better when she is angry.
Though we may not like to admit it, all of us get
angry. At times we feel irked, exasperated, irritated,
resentful, even enraged. Anger is a normal and
healthy human emotion; learning to acknowledge
and express it appropriately, however, especially for
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those in early recovery, is another story. Of Course
You're Angry, first published in 1985, is a timely
revision of the best-selling Hazelden title on the
nature and resolution of anger, it shows us how to
make anger work in a positive and effective way that
can ease, rather than exacerbate, the problems and
challenges of early recovery. In a friendly,
nonconfrontive manner, Of Course You're Angry
guides readers to discover the source of their anger
and the forms it takes -- such as violence,
depression, resentment, and manipulation. Authors
Gayle Rosellini and Mark Worden continue by
exploring various anger styles, and then provide
clear, sensible, and practical guidelines for
expressing anger, conquering "common conceits,"
and "wrangling with rancor." Their real-life examples
and down-to-earth advice for dealing with anger
without fear or guilt -- and without hurting oneself or
others -- offers addicts as well as their family
members and friends a way passed one of the most
dangerous pitfalls of early recovery.
Does Your Kid Struggle with Anger Issues? Here's
the Help You Need! A Powerful Guide for Parents
Trying Their Best to Tame Children's Angry Temper
& Cope with Emotions How many times a day do
you get angry? The truth is, kids, get angry as much
as we adults do - or, maybe more. The issue with
anger in children is not the anger itself - it's how they
express it. Too often, the little ones don't know how
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to cope with anger because they don't understand
their emotions. This may lead to regular tantrums
which you're definitely not a fan of. Now, you have a
unique chance to put an end to this behavior that
gets the worst out of you and your children! Would
you like to: Help your children understand where
anger comes from? Encourage discussion about
how they truly feel? Show your kids how to use their
emotions, particularly anger, in a healthy way? Tame
their angry temper before it turns into aggression
which may cause additional problems for them in the
future? Given the importance of anger management
in kids, this extraordinary book will show you exactly
how to do so! When you were a kid, your parents
probably told you that being angry is bad. There
have certainly been situations when they told you
that you have no reason to be mad. That's a wrong
approach! The goal of this powerful book is not to
repress or nullify the feelings of anger in children or
ourselves, but rather to learn to accept them,
channel them and direct them towards a constructive
end. Here's just a small preview of the contents of
this book: What is anger in kids and how to
recognize it; Possible triggers for anger in kids; The
dos and don'ts - things to do and what to avoid when
your kid is angry; Proven ways to act effectively in
the face of children's anger; And much more! With
your guidance, your kid's anger issues will drastically
improve. Will you help your little one? Scroll up, click
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on "Buy Now with 1-click", and Get Your Copy Now!
Each title in this series contains simple stories about
different feelings and how to cope with them.
Questions throughout ask the reader to consider
what each character is feeling as the story unfolds,
whether they have felt like that themselves and what
can be learnt from the situation.
Children often experience strong and sudden bursts
of emotion. Learning to manage their emotions in a
healthy way is essential for their social development
and for their well-being. Helping your child explore
their emotions can seem like a huge challenge. From
here comes: "I Am Angry"Timon and Anna are 2
best-friends in class. Timon is a lively child with a lot
of potential, but he is always angry and that makes
Anna very angry with his attitude. Anna's parents are
extremely, extremely tired of her attitude, and
constant ranting and tantrums and following a talk
with Timon's parents, they come up with ways and
means to control and properly channel Anna's anger.
Together with Timon, Anna slowly starts to tune up
her attitude, and help Timon with his anger problems
as well.The book offers practical solutions for
parents on how to calm and redirect their children's
anger, as well as on how to help them understand
and manage this emotion. Self-regulation and
tolerance are essential social skills and will improve
the emotional health of the child. This book on anger
management for children helps you teach your child
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how to recognize and deal with anger.
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